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Abstract— This work develops a joint design of user association
and time allocation for wireless powered communication net-
works. A harvest-then-transmit protocol is applied with base sta-
tions (BSs) transfer wireless energy to users in the first downlink
phase. Then, the users utilize the harvested energy for their infor-
mation transmission to the BS in the subsequent uplink phase.
In this configuration, we employ a general α–fair utility to max-
imize the network throughput. In particular, the maximization
of sum-rate, proportional fairness and minimum rate are inves-
tigated individually. We introduce a new message-passing based
framework to provide an efficient distributed solution for the user
association and optimize the time allocation between the downlink
and uplink phase. To achieve this joint goal, each user selects a
BS in a distributed manner to maximize the α–fair utility. After
identifying the user association, the time allocation is determined
by an efficient line search technique. Simulation results show that
the proposed algorithm outperforms existing approaches.

Index Terms— Wireless powered communication networks,
message-passing algorithm, user association, time allocation.

I. INTRODUCTION

W IRELESS energy transfer (WET) technologies based
on radio frequency (RF) signals have recently attracted

considerable interests in applications of energy-constrained
communication networks such as wireless sensor net-
works [1]–[6]. By applying the energy harvesting (EH) tech-
nique [7], users can store the harvested energy in rechargeable
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batteries and prolong the battery lifetime. Simultaneous wire-
less information and power transfer (SWIPT) [8] and wireless
powered communication network (WPCN) [2] have been
investigated as two major approaches for the WET system.
In the SWIPT, users harvest energy and receive the data
simultaneously from a hybrid access point (H-AP) in the
downlink (DL). By contrast, users in the WPCN are powered
by the energy harvested from the DL WET by the H-AP
and perform the wireless information transfer (WIT) operation
in the uplink (UL). The WPCN has been applied in various
systems in literature [9]–[11]. The authors in [9] have studied
a two-user interference channel WPCN and optimized the
time allocation and the transmit power to maximize the
UL sum throughput. The system is then extended to gen-
eralized multi-user scenarios in [10] and [11] as well. The
WPCN can also be considered in multi-tier heterogeneous
networks (HetNets).

There have been a number of studies that handle resource
allocation problems for multi-tier HetNets with EH [12]–[19].
To enhance the WET capability of user devices collecting only
small amount of the energy, small BSs (SBS) which transmit
a relatively lower energy signal than the macro BS (MBS)
are deployed in a hot-spot area. Thus, a multi-tier HetNet
approach proves to be a promising means which extends the
lifetime of battery-powered devices. In [12], sub-carrier and
power allocation schemes have been presented to minimize
the DL sum transmit power of both MBS and SBS. Also,
energy-efficient power control for SBSs in two-tier HetNets
has been examined in [13]. In addition, various energy efficient
designs have been proposed to control power of SBSs and user
scheduling in [14] and [15].

In contrast to a single tier network, load balancing among
BSs in HetNets involves several important issues such as
different capabilities and unequal power budget of the MBS
and SBSs. Thus, numerous user association policies have
been designed to deal with various network utilities [16].
To maximize the system throughput, a biased factor that
balances traffic loads in the BS-tier pair is adjusted. The
user association that maximizes the sum throughput has also
been found in a multi-cell WPCN where information and
energy access points are separately located [17]. The opti-
mization for the user association has been solved by relaxing
discrete variables, and thus the resulting solution becomes
obviously suboptimal. The time allocation has been considered
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along with the user association in [18] to maximize the
sum throughput of users in a multi-cell WPCN. In addition,
EH models have also been analyzed with respect to the energy
efficiency in [19].

Meanwhile, the WPCN incurs a doubly near-far effect [2].
To be specific, users located farther away from the BS need
more energy in the UL WIT phase while lower energy is
harvested in the DL WET phase, which gives rise to a user
fairness issue and motivates to resorts to α–fairness [17],
[20]–[23]. In literature, a class of the α–fair utility, such
as maximum sum, max-min and proportional fairness,
has been addressed in various fairness problems. For a
wireless powered sensor network, a BS power control and
UL/DL resource allocation strategy for the maximum sum
α–fairness is developed for a single-cell WPCN [24]. Also,
the load balancing based on the α–fairness is considered
for HetNets [25], [26] as well as massive multiple-input
multiple-output (MIMO) systems [27], [28].

This work addresses a self-organizing joint user association
and time allocation technique operating in a fully distributed
manner for a two-tier WPCN. A macro and multiple pico
BSs (PBS) first transmit energy signals to users in the DL
phase. Subsequently, each user utilizes the harvested energy
for information transmission to their corresponding BS in the
UL based on the time division multiple access (TDMA) proto-
col. We aim to maximize the UL WIT utility performance by
associating each user with an appropriate BS and determining
the optimal DL and UL time allocation. As a result, the traffic
and energy load can be balanced among BSs while minimizing
the service outage of individual users.

The challenge of this problem lies in that the duration
of the DL phase that a BS can supply energy to each user
varies with the number of users associated with the BS and
subsequently affects the UL data rate of individual users.
Furthermore, the DL and UL time allocation is subject to
a careful adjustment, since the overall rate of users highly
depends on the allocated time allocation. A centralized
user association algorithm inherently requires a central
management agent which knows the information about
all users and BSs information, which normally brings up
heavy computational loads to the central unit. Thus, the user
association should conduct only with local information in
practice for the reduced system complexity. This naturally
poses a self-organizing solution for the joint task.

We employ a state-of-the-art technique based on the
message-passing framework [29]–[33], [35] to develop a dis-
tributed load balancing strategy. The previous work in [35]
considered the user association and the resource blank-
ing ratio in HetNets to maximize the log sum utility in
the message-passing algorithm. Since it is not easy to
tackle continuous variables in the message-passing framework,
the authors defined a discrete set of the resource blanking ratio
values as a suboptimal approach. Then, the message-passing
algorithm was repeatedly applied as many as the number
the resource blanking ratio candidates. Furthermore, such
a heuristic strategy required an additional message-passing
operation for determining the discretized resource blanking
ratio variable.

A main difference point of our study from the aforemen-
tioned previous work is that we treat general α–fair utilities
and determine the user association and the time allocation
jointly in a single round of the message-passing algorithm.
We first present a user and BS association method based
on the message-passing algorithm with given time allocation.
The optimal time allocation can be determined in a distrib-
uted manner by applying a simple one-dimensional search
technique. The simulation results show that the proposed
algorithm provides sum-rate and minimum-rate improvements
of more than 30% over existing techniques. Also, the proposed
algorithm balances the user throughput between the sum and
the minimum in low complexity which exhibits the potential
of viability for self-organizing WPCN management.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows:
Section II provides the description of the system model
and its optimization formulation for joint user association
and time allocation. Section III develops a message-passing
based distributed algorithm for the user association and an
one-dimensional search technique for the time allocation along
with practical implementation issues including computational
complexity and convergence. After simulation results are pre-
sented in Section IV, the paper is concluded in Section V.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

We consider a two-tier heterogeneous wireless network con-
sisting of a single macro BS (MBS), multiple pico BSs (PBSs)
with set B ∈ {1, . . . , B}, and users with set K ∈ {1, . . . ,K}
as shown in Fig. 1 (a). Without loss of generality, the index
i = 1 indicates the MBS, and PBSs are indexed with
i ∈ {2, . . . , B}. Individual BSs have their own fixed energy
sources and do not share the energy among them. Thus,
a network of multiple clusters can be formed around individual
BSs as the corresponding cluster heads and their associated
users as members, respectively.

Fig. 1 (b) illustrates a TDMA-based transmission frame
structure for the WPCN. Wireless channels are assumed to
remain constant during the block transmission time T0. The
block transmission time T0 is made up with the optimization
time τoT0, the guard time τgT0, the transmission times for
DL phase τdT0 and UL phase τuT0. During the optimization
time, the throughput maximization proceeds to identify the
user association along with UL and DL phases. Guard time
intervals are spared to avoid the interference at each phase
change. Since the time durations for optimization time and
guard time are fixed, it suffices to adjust UL and DL phase
time intervals. For simple representation, the total transmission
time duration of WET and WIT operations is denoted by T .
During the total transmission time duration, the perfect channel
state information is available at each BS, and each user has
sufficient energy to exchange simple control messages. In the
WET phase of duration τdT (τd ∈ [0, 1]), all BSs broadcast
the energy over the network and users harvest the received
energy signal. Then, in the WIT phase, each user transmits the
information to its associated BS using the harvested energy in
a TDMA manner. The TDMA protocol in the WPCN requires
the synchronization between WET and WIT operation for
different BSs [9].
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Fig. 1. Example of a system model.

Since the signal traveling distance varies from a user-BS
pair, different energy and data signal arrival times among users
cause the interference problem. In particular, the energy signal
transmitted to a distant user interferes with the data signal
transmitted by a nearby user if the WIT is allowed immediately
after the WET for each user. Thus, a constant guard time
interval τgT0, corresponding to the signal traveling time for
cell-edge users, is introduced in-between for the separation of
the DL WET phase and the UL WIT phase, and the guard
time interval is inserted before the WET phase. Since the
location of each BS is fixed and low-energy devices move
slowly, the channel state changes slowly, and the resource
allocation phase is relatively small compared to the whole
block transmission time [34].

The DL channel from the i-th BS to the a-th user and the
corresponding UL channel are characterized by the channel
power gains hia and gia, respectively. In each block, the first
time duration of τdT is assigned to the DL phase for all BSs,
while the UL phase occupies the remaining time duration
τuT such that τu + τd = 1. It is assumed that equally
divided amount of time is allocated to a set of individual users
associated with each BS, since the optimal resource allocation
has been shown to be uniform in [25]. Thus, the duration of
a time slot allocated to the a-th user to the i-th BS is equal
to τiaT = (1 − τd)T/ui if ui is the total number of users
associated with the i-th BS.1 For simplicity, the time block is
normalized to unity, i.e., T = 1, in the sequel. In addition,
to avoid inter-user interference in the WIT phase, the total
frequency band is uniformly divided into B sub-channels, and
all users associated with the same BS transmit the information
on the same frequency band.

To avoid the service outage, a positive integer U is intro-
duced to limit the maximum number of served users for an

1The variable ui is introduced to represent the number of the associated
users

�
a∈K xia for compact notation.

individual BS and is set greater than K/B to accommodate
K users within B BSs of the network. In the DL phase,
the j-th BS sends the energy signal with power Pj . If the
receiver noise is neglected for EH, and η stands for the
energy conversion efficiency in the energy-harvesting circuit,
the amount of the harvested energy of the a-th user in WET
becomes τdη

∑B
j=1 Pjhja.2

In the subsequent UL WIT phase, each user transmits
independent information to the corresponding BS during the
allocated time slot using the harvested energy. Note that since
the users operate in a TDMA manner during the UL WIT,
no inter-user interference occurs in the WIT phase [10]. The
average transmit power of the a-th user to the j-th BS dur-
ing the UL transmission is (τdη

∑B
j=1 Pjhja)/τia. Therefore,

the corresponding UL throughput from the a-th user to the
i-th BS is expressed in bits/second/Hz as

ria(τd, ui) =
1− τd
ui

log2

(
1 +

uiτdηgia

∑B
j=1 Pjhja

(1− τd)Γσ2

)
,

(1)

where Γ stands for the signal-to-noise (SNR) margin for
practical modulation and coding schemes [2].

We desire to find a load-balancing solution for the set of
user-BS pairing and the time allocation which maximizes the
network-wide α−fair utility. The utility of the throughput r is
evaluated based on α−fair utility as

U(r, α) =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

r1−α

1− α if 0 ≤ α < 1,

log r if α = 1,

− r
1−α

α− 1
if α > 1.

(2)

The α−fair utility functions with α = 0, 1, and∞ correspond
to the maximum sum, the proportional fairness, and the
max-min utility, respectively [22]. The value of α is chosen in
order to achieve a desired balance between the network-wide
performance and the user fairness, such that no users are
given zero throughput. For a concrete formulation, a binary
variable xia is introduced to represent the association between
the i-th BS and the a-th user, i.e., xia = 1 indicates that
the a-th user is associated with the i-th BS. The overall
objective function is the sum of individual utilities denoted
by Rα

ia(τd, ui) ≡ U(ria(τd, ui), α).
By considering several constraints, an optimization problem

that determines the values of xia and τd is formulated as

max
{xia},τd

∑
i∈B

∑
a∈K

xiaRα
ia(τd, ui) (3a)

subject to
B∑

i=1

xia = 1, xia ∈ {0, 1}, ∀a ∈ K, (3b)

K∑
a=1

xia = ui, ui ∈ {0, . . . , U}, ∀i ∈ B, (3c)

Rα
ia(τd, ui) ≥ rmin, ∀a ∈ K, ∀i ∈ B, (3d)

τd ∈ [0, 1], (3e)

2The BS transmit power is set under the consideration of the energy
consumption by signal processing of the user message, which is reflected
in energy efficiency η.
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where (3b) represents the constraint that each user is served by
only one BS, (3c) indicates that the number of users associated
with the i-th BS equals the sum of nonzero binary variables for
the i-th BS, (3d) addresses the minimum rate requirement with
minimum user data rate rmin which is necessary, in particular,
for sum-rate maximization i.e., α = 0, and (3e) accounts for
the time slot allocated to users in the DL phase.

The resulting optimization is in a form of nonlinear
mixed-integer programming. The UL throughput of an indi-
vidual user in WIT depends on the number of other user con-
nections with the same BS, which leads to a highly nonlinear
combinatorial objective. Thus, identifying an efficient solution
readily turns out to be computationally demanding. To handle
this, a message-passing strategy is applied to find the user
association along with the time allocation for UL and DL
phases.

III. PROPOSED ALGORITHM

It is known that the message-passing algorithm itself con-
solidates necessary conditions which a feasible solution sat-
isfies to guarantee the global optimality. Once the algorithm
converges to a fixed point, the corresponding point is asso-
ciated with the global solution. We adopt this property of
the message-passing algorithm to identify the optimum user
association for a given time phase. To jointly optimize the user
association and the time phase, the optimum user association
should be determined for all possible time phases, and the one
with the highest utility function will be selected as in [35].
However, such an exhaustive search is obviously prohibitive.
Instead, in our problem, the message-passing algorithm is
applied only once for obtaining the user association. The
objective function in (1) is concave with respect to τd for a
given configuration of user association, and the α–fair utility
is a strictly monotonic increasing function with respect to α.
Thus, the objective function in (3a) is a still concave function
with respect to the τd. The maximum of a unimodal concave
function can be found in a computational complexity of order
O(log 1

ε ) within error tolerance ε by means of line search
algorithms [36]. Thus, the time phase is computed with a
simple line search by exploiting the convex property.

A. User Association

Note that the original formulation in (3) can be decomposed
to address individual operations of a BS and a user. A factor
graph [29] can be used to facilitate to visualize this task with
a graphical representation of the optimization. It is a bipartite
graph with two classes of variables and factors interconnected
by edges. To obtain a factor graph for the formulation in (3),
two factors associated with the constraints and the objective
in (3) are introduced as

Qa(Xa) =

{
−∞ if

∑
i∈B xia �= 1,

0 else,
(4)

Ri(Xi) =

⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩
−∞ if

∑
a∈K xia �= ui,

or Rα
ia(τd, ui) < rmin∑

a∈K xiaRα
ia(τd, ui), else.

(5)

Fig. 2. Example of a factor graph for 4-BS and 4-user network.

where Xa ≡ {xia : i ∈ B} and Xi ≡ {xia : a ∈ K}.
Here, Qa(Xa) is associated with the first constraint in (3),
whileRi(Xi) corresponds to the combination of the constraints
(3c) and (3d). Furthermore, Ri(Xi) takes an input of xia only,
since ui is a function of xia when all variables have a valid
assignment of values. We see that upon satisfying individual
constraints, Qa(Xa) permits each user to choose a single BS
and Ri(Xi) produces the uplink data rate for the a-th user
when connected to the i-th BS. Otherwise, the output values of
both factors become infinite, and the optimization is no longer
valid. From these facts, the constrained formulation in (3) can
be recast into an unconstrained one as

max
xia∈{0,1}

∑
a∈K

Qa(Xa) +
∑
i∈B

Ri(Xi). (6)

Then, it is sufficient to identify a solution for (6). To find
a distributed solution, individual factors are maximized sep-
arately, and their maximizing assignment of variables are
exchanged among factors to obtain a consistent global solu-
tion. Fig. 2 (a) illustrates a factor graph corresponding to the
WPCN with 4 BSs and 4 users. The factor Qa(·) and Ri(·) are
connected to variables in the same row and column associated
with the a-th user and the i-th BS, respectively. Thus, the a-th
user and the i-th BS are responsible for the maximization of
Qa(·) and Ri(·), respectively. The maximizing assignments
of individual variables are negotiated among nodes to take
consistent values.

We derive a message-passing algorithm for (6) (See [29],
[30] for details on the message-passing algorithm). In the
message-passing algorithm, all factors and variables exchange
a real number quantity, which is called a message, repeatedly
in two directions of edges interconnecting them. A message
transferred from node a to node b about variable c is denoted
by μa→b(c). Two constraints in (3) result in four different
types of messages about variable xia. The corresponding four
different types of the message are defined as μxia→Qa(·),
μQa→xia(·), μxia→Ri(·), and μRi→xia(·), respectively.

As depicted in Fig. 2 (b), for compact notations, we denote
the differences of four messages between two cases of xia
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taking one and zero as

ψia = μxia→Qa(xia = 1)− μxia→Qa(xia = 0),
φia = μQa→xia(xia = 1)− μQa→xia(xia = 0),
γia = μxia→Ri(xia = 1)− μxia→Ri(xia = 0),
ξia = μRi→xia(xia = 1)− μRi→xia(xia = 0). (7)

Here, messages ψia and γia encode the evidence for how
well-suited the i-th BS is to serve for the a-th user upon the
maximization of two factor functions, Qa(Xa) and Ri(Xi),
respectively. By contrast, messages φia and ξia reflect the
evidence for how appropriate it would be for the a-th user
to choose the i-th BS to meet two constraints in (3), respec-
tively [30]. The outgoing messages emanating from a variable
to neighboring factors at time instant t are simply the sum of
all incoming messages and thus are given by

ψ
(t+1)
ia = ξ

(t)
ia , (8)

γ
(t+1)
ia = φ

(t)
ia . (9)

To obtain the outgoing message from a factor node, the max-
imizer of the factor function is identified according to the
max-sum message computation rule. First, the message ψia is
expressed so that the values of the factor Qa(·) are maximized
with respect to the variable node set Xa excluding xia, which
can be set to either 0 or 1. The corresponding message can
be represented in a compact form and its detailed derivation
is presented in Appendix A. The final form of the a-th user
message φia can be simplified as

φ
(t)
ia = μQa→xia(xia = 1)− μQa→xia(xia = 0)

= max
Xa\xia

(
Qa(xia = 1,Xa\xia)

+
∑

j∈B\i

μxja→Qa(xja)
)

− max
Xa\xia

(
Qa(xia = 0,Xa\xia)

+
∑

j∈B\i

μxja→Qa(xja)
)

= − max
j∈B\i

ψ
(t)
ja . (10)

The factor function Qa(·) is evaluated such that it takes a
finite value when xia is set to either one or zero. If xia = 1,
no other BS can be chosen, meaning that the i-th BS needs to
serve the a-th user,i.e., φia > 0. On the other hand, if xia = 0,
another BS should be chosen for the service of the a-th user,
implying that the i-th BS may not be associated with the a-th
user, i.e., φia < 0. The substitution of (9) into (16) leads to a
new message update rule as

γ
(t+1)
ia = − max

j∈B\i
ξ
(t)
ja . (11)

Next, we derive the message update rule associated with the
factor Ri(Xi). The i-th BS calculates the maximization task
pertaining to Ri(Xi) which addresses the objective function
for the BS. The computation of the factor function becomes
quite challenging since it requires a complete enumeration
of all feasible assignments of a binary variable xia and

corresponding to different values of ui. The corresponding
message can be represented in a compact form and its detailed
derivation is presented in Appendix B. The final form of the
i-th BS message ξia can be simplified as

ξ
(t)
ia = μRi→xia(xia = 1)− μRi→xia(xia = 0)

= max
Xi\xia

(
Ri(xia = 1,Xi\xia) +

∑
b∈K\a

μxib→Ri(xib)
)

− max
Xi\xia

(
Ri(xia = 0,Xi\xia)+

∑
b∈K\a

μxib→Ri(xib)
)

= Ξia(1)− (Ξia(0))+, (12)

where (·)+ is max(0, ·), and

Ξia(x) Δ= max
ui∈{1,...,U}

(
Rα

ia(τd, ui) +
ui−x∑
k=1

rankk

b∈K\a

× [Rα
ib(τd, ui) + γib]

)
. (13)

Here rankk[A] is the k-th largest value in the input set A.
The message μRi→xia(xia = 1) indicates which users can
maximize the objective when the i-th BS is associated with the
a-th user. Similarly, μRi→xia(xia = 0) decides which users
to maximize the objective when the a-th user is not served by
the i-th BS. If it becomes zero, no user is allowed to associate
with the i-th BS. Since the message ξia is the difference of
the two messages, ξia is interpreted as the preference of the
i-th BS and the a-th user over the unconnected links of other
users. For a positive ξia, the i-th BS desires to support the
a-th user, and the a-th user evaluates the BSs based on φia.

Since all messages are expressed in terms of ξ(t)ia and γ(t)
ia at

time instant t, an iterative algorithm is constructed so that BSs
and users are in charge of updating messages ξ(t)ia and γ(t+1)

ia ,
respectively. For the enhancement of convergence and stability
with messages, a damping technique [32], [33] is applied to
take linear combinations of the previous messages and the
updated messages with a positive parameter δ ∈ (0, 1]. The
resulting iterative message update rules become

ξ
(t)
ia = (1− δ)ξ(t−1)

ia + δ(Ξia(1)− (Ξia(0))+), (14)

γ
(t+1)
ia = (1− δ)γ(t)

ia − δ max
j∈B\i

ξ
(t)
ja . (15)

Note that a low value of δ results in conservative updates of
messages. This improves the stability of message dynamics
while it causes the time elapsed to approach the solution to
increase.

In summary, the i-th BS computes message ξ(t)ia to transfer
to the a-th user, and the a-th user calculates message γ(t)

ia to
send it back to the i-th BS. Upon completion of the message
exchange among users and BSs, a tentative decision of user
association is made at each iteration. The a-th user evaluates
a decision metric calculated using ξ

(t)
ia + γ

(t)
ia and asks the

association for such a BS with the largest decision metric.
To see this more carefully, we consider the convergence of all
messages. Since users have limited energy source and harvest
the energy supplied from BSs, saving in energy consumption
for message calculation is also necessary so that as much
energy as possible is spared for uplink transmission. Since
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each BS picks up at most U users, it suggests the association
to users with the first U largest positive sum message. A user
suggested by multiple BSs grants one of their suggestions
based on the largest decision metric. Using such a protocol,
each user can save the energy consumption for the decision
of the user association.

B. Time Allocation

We address the identification of the optimal time allocation
for τu and τd. Recall that the message-passing algorithm can
efficiently determine user association for a given time phase.
To lift the computational burden, the following observation
allows the development of a further simplified algorithm.
In calculating message ξ

(t)
ia , the evaluation of the function

Ξia(x) at x = 0, 1 involves sorting the sums of incoming
messages and utility function Rα

ia(τd, ui). Although different
values of τd lead to different Ξia(x), the maximizing BS-user
pair indices of Ξia(x) are found to be identical. Assuming that
two users a and b are associated with the same i-th BS, the
α-fair utilities of ria(τd, ui) and rib(τd, ui) depend on the
uplink channel gains and the harvested energy in the downlink,
and their relationship of which user has a larger value of the
utility remains invariant. Since the associated user population
at the i-th BS and the time phase τd are the same for both
utilities, the maximizer of Ξia(x) is not affected by the time
phase. This implies that the user association configurations
obtained with distinct τd are not different. Using this observa-
tion, we can develop a simplified strategy that does not require
repeating message-passing algorithms for multiple time phases
without any performance degradation.

If the user association is obtained with a given τd, the
α-fair utility Rα

ia(τd, ui) is calculated. Then, the improved
time allocation τd is found with the current user association
configuration by the golden section search. This strategy
allows us to identify the optimal time phase such that the user
associations are robust to different initial time phases. Once
the user association is determined using the message-passing
algorithm with an initial time phase, all BSs calculate their
α-fair utilities. To obtain the total objective with distributed
operations, individual utilities along with the time phase need
to be shared by all BSs via backhaul links and subsequently
configure the total objectiveRα

ia(τd, ui) for each BS. Since the
golden section search chooses the next candidate value with
the fixed ratio (1 +

√
5)/2, all BSs are simultaneously aware

of the next τd and identify the optimal time phase. Upon the
determination of the time phase, the BSs conduct the WET and
WIT operations with their associated users. In this simplified
technique, the best time allocation is found in a single round
of the message-passing operation. As shown in the simulation
results, this yields the identical performance to the optimal
strategy with lower complexity. Algorithm 1 summarizes the
overall procedures of the proposed algorithm.

C. Computational Complexity and Implementation

Now, we address the computational complexity of the
message-passing algorithm. At users’ side, each user processes

Algorithm 1 The Proposed Message-Passing Algorithm

Set initial τd, γ(1)
ia = 0 for all (i, a) and t = 1.

Repeat
Use (14) to update message ξ(t)ia at BS i for a ∈ K and

send it back to user a.
Use (15) to update message γ(t+1)

ia at user a for i ∈ B
and send it back to BS i.
Set t← t+ 1.

Until convergence of all messages
Decide user association using pair (i, a) with the largest
ξ
(t)
ia + γ

(t)
ia .

Obtain the best τu and τd by golden-section search.

incoming messages from at most B BSs. Thus, the computa-
tion of the factor node Qa(·) becomes O(B), normally scaling
with O(K). Thus, the overall complexity mainly depends on
the calculation of ξ

(t)
ia , which involves the sort operations

in determining several largest input messages. U incoming
messages are sorted in the decreasing order, which costs
O(U logU) complexity. In (13), l ranges from 1 to U , and the
sort operation is repeated for O(U) times. Thus, φ(t)

ia requires
O(U2 logU) operations. Hence, the overall complexity of the
factor node Ri(·) is O(U2 logU) in a single iteration, which
is a manageable computational load for a distributed operation
at an individual BS. Since the maximum number of users
associated with a BS becomes as large as the total number of
users, the worst complexity is O(K2 log(K)) at a single itera-
tion of the message-passing operation. According to empirical
observations from intensive simulation, the average number
of iterations necessary to obtain efficient solutions suffices
to scale with the logarithm of the number of users. Thus,
the effective complexity of the overall algorithm becomes
O(K2(logK)2), since the time allocation is found using a
line search having a linear complexity. Therefore, the overall
computational cost of the proposed algorithm is manageable
with the distributed operations among network nodes.

We compare the computational complexity with existing
techniques. Both maximum-SNR and equal-loading techniques
associate users with the highest uplink channel gains. Espe-
cially, the equal-loading technique tries to distribute the overall
loads uniformly over all BSs with the maximum number
of users allowed for a BS equal to U . The sort operations
over BSs for both techniques result in the computational
complexity of O(KB logB). Another popular user association
technique is K-medians clustering (KM) algorithm [30]. Upon
the equal-loading results, the user association is changed
repeatedly with other BSs to improve the overall objective until
convergence. Since the number of required iterations scales
with O(K), its complexity becomes O(KB logK logB).
Furthermore, in a special case of α = 1, a primal-dual
algorithm [28] can be applied using a Lagrange dual for-
mulation with a relaxed binary constraint. Since individual
users choose their serving BSs with linear processing of the
information for each BS, the complexity equals O(KB logK)
For all above algorithms, the time allocation is obtained by
a line search method for a given user association result.
Thus, the overall complexity is multiplied by the number
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TABLE I

COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITY OF THE PROPOSED
AND CONVENTIONAL ALGORITHMS

of time phase samples T for obtaining an efficient solution.
Although B is in general small as compared to K , it has
a linear relationship, i.e., B = O(K). Considering this
relationship, the corresponding complexities of all techniques
are summarized in Table I. This indicates that the overall
computational costs may vary according to the resolution of
the time allocation.

Next, we discuss the energy consumption relevant to the
processing of the proposed algorithm. The harvested energy
is consumed mostly for the calculation of messages and the
transmission of the signal. According to [37], the energy dissi-
pation of EH circuits and the message transmission for one bit
are measured as 50 nJ/bit and 10 pJ/bit/m2, respectively. For
the payload data of 32 bits and the message of 5 bits, the user
energy consumptions for the payload data transmission and
the user association message processing amount to 2.4 μJ and
0.37 μJ, respectively. Thus, about 15 % of additional energy is
transmitted by a BS for compensating the energy dissipation
at users, which is reflected by the energy efficiency η for
simulation. Since this amount of the extra energy is relatively
small as compared to the BS transmit power, the proposed
algorithm is affordable in low energy devices.

D. Optimality and Dynamic Behaviors of Messages

The optimality and the convergence dynamics of the pro-
posed algorithm are briefly addressed in this subsection. Recall
that since the message-update rules are necessary conditions,
if the algorithm converges to a fixed point the corresponding
point becomes one of the optimal solutions. Thus, the con-
vergence is crucial in the analysis of the proposed algorithm,
while the convergence of the message passing algorithm over
a loopy graph has not been fully understood in literatures
yet. In this vein, a complete theoretical condition for the
convergence of the proposed algorithm is still quite challeng-
ing to establish, although its convergence can be observed
empirically from intensive simulations. Nevertheless, some
analytical results are obtained based on theory and experiments
using the notion of nonexpansive mapping [32]. According
to the result, the algorithm reaches a fixed assignment of
messages asymptotically as the node population grows with
a certain value of the damping parameter δ. The detailed
discussion is presented in Appendix C.

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS

A. Simulation Setup

To test the proposed algorithm, a simulation setup of
two-tier WPCN with a single MBS and 6 PBSs is considered.

TABLE II

AVERAGE THROUGHPUT PERFORMANCE
OF THE PROPOSED ALGORITHM

The MBS is located at the center of the network, and all PBSs
are uniformly located within the radius of 50 m around the
MBS. Users are uniformly distributed within the coverage area
of the MBS and PBSs. The transmit power of the MBS and
a PBS are set to 40 dBm and 30 dBm, respectively, and the
bandwidth is equal to 1 MHz. The channel gain is modeled
as hia = gia = ρ2

iad
−ζ
ia , where ρ2

ia represents a short-term
fading channel corresponding to an exponentially distributed
random variable with mean 10−3 [2]. Here, dia and ζ stand
for the distance between BS i and user a and the path-loss
exponent, respectively. The path-loss exponent between the
MBS and a user, and a PBS and a user are given by 2.2 and
2.7, respectively [12]. The EH efficiency and the noise power
are equal to η = 0.4 and −160 dBm/Hz, respectively [2].
The simulation results are averaged over 5000 independent
instances of random user configurations.

B. Performance Evaluation

The performance with sum-rate, proportional fairness and
minimum-rate utilities are compared with the global optimum
with 14 and 21 users in Table II. The global optimal results
are obtained by searching for the user association solutions
with 100 different time phase values in the interval [0, 1].
In contrast, the proposed strategy conducts a single round of
the message-passing algorithm for the user association with an
initial time phase and subsequently searches for the optimal
time allocation with a line search based on the user association
configuration obtained by the message-passing algorithm. For
all utilities, at least 98.98% of the cases finds the optimal
solution.

Fig. 3 shows sum rate and minimum rate throughputs for
various values of τd. The solid dots indicate the best UL sum
rates associated with the optimal time phase τd. The sum rate
maximization as shown in Fig. 3 (a) finds the optimal DL
phase around 0.35 for all techniques in comparison, while MP
shows the best throughput performance. It is also observed that
the user association results are distinct among compared tech-
niques for a given τd, implying that the user association plays
a more important role than the time allocation in the overall
throughput performance. Since the sum rate maximization
usually tries to maximize the throughput of users located near
each BS having large channel gains gia and hia, there exist
one group of high-rate connections made by nearby users and
another group of low-rate connections made by remote users
in the user association results. On the other hand, the minimum
rate maximization achieves uniform throughput values for all
user connections by establishing pairings between each BS
and users. In Fig. 3 (b), the optimal DL phase turns out to
be 0.83 for MP, while other techniques shows different DL
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Fig. 3. Rate throughput with respect to τd for K = 70.

phases. Since the minimum rate performance is determined
by the worst-case user connection, the DL phase depends on
the user association. This means that other strategies cannot
identify the worst-case user connection, and the DL phases are
inconsistent.

Fig. 4 illustrates the user association results of the MP
strategy for a given channel realization. The circles represent
users and the dashed lines indicate the connections between a
user and a BS, and the triangle points out the minimum-rate
user. In case of the sum rate maximization, the proposed
approach achieves 8.52 Mbps, while the max-SNR algorithm
provides 7.05 Mbps. In particular, MP allows the MBS to
support nearby users to achieve a high sum-rate, since far
connected users do not contribute to the sum rate performance.
Thus, users located between the MBS and PBSs are associated
with PBSs to lower the number of associated users at the MBS.
However, the UL rate of a far connected user supported by the
PBS decreases, which accounts for a doubly near-far effect [2],
and this degrades the minimum rate performance. In case of
the minimum rate maximization, the proposed approach and
the max-SNR method yield 12.6 and 7.61 Kbps, respectively.

Fig. 4. Simulation results for different user associations (K = 70).

Furthermore, MP with α = ∞ allows the PBS supporting
the minimum rate user to offload users to other BSs, which,
in turn, leads neighboring BSs to accommodate additional
users to reduce the number of associated users.

Fig. 5 shows how the constraint on the number of users
per cell affects the overall performance. The sum rate max-
imization is considered for two cases of no constraint on
the number of users in each BS and 30 users allowed to
access to each BS. In addition, the minimum rate constraints
are imposed on PBS users. Fig. 5 (a) presents the average
sum rates when BSs do not have the limit on the number of
serving users. The proposed algorithm exhibits a large gap
in the average sum rate performance over other techniques
regardless of the minimum rate constraint. KM algorithm has
similar performance to the proposed algorithm for small user
population of the WPCN, while its performance deviates from
the proposed algorithm to approach the MAX-SNR algorithm
as the network population increases. If KM algorithm obtains
initial solution with sufficiently good quality, it would not
make a large change from the current configuration, and its
performance does not improve considerably. In the sum rate
maximization, the contribution of nearby users around MBS
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Fig. 5. Average sum throughput with respect to the number of users.

contributes to the overall objective is critical. If there is no
constraint on the number of MBS users, many users adjacent
to MBS are connected to it, and the remaining users are
supported by PBSs. If the minimum rate constraint is imposed,
the users attached to PBSs are detached to guarantee the
minimum rate. Thus, the detached users access to MBS that
is relatively of long distance and the user population in MBS
increases, resulting in the degradation in the performance.
On the other hand, if the number of users which can access
to BSs is limited, the overall performance becomes saturated
for increasing number of users as shown in Fig. 5 (b). The
constraint prohibits users from accessing to MBS. A number
of users are connected to PBS, thereby incurring the overall
performance degradation. If the minimum rate constraint is
imposed, cell-edge users in PBSs connect to the MBS to avoid
the service outage. It increases the load of the MBS resulting
in the loss of the MBS throughput and sum rate performance.

Fig. 6 depicts the average minimum rate and geometric
mean performance of the proposed algorithm along with
existing techniques with respect to the number of users. Unlike
the sum throughput maximization, both cases are not affected
by the minimum rate of the user and maximum number

Fig. 6. Average throughput performance with respect to the number of users.

of associated users at BS constraints. Fig. 6 (a) compares
the average minimum rates of MP and other strategies. The
minimum rate with α = ∞ provides 48.7% improvement as
compared to the MAX-SNR strategy for the 10-user case.
In addition, KM and Equal-loading find local solutions but
failing to improve the minimum rate performance. The MBS
cannot support more users located in overlap coverage in BS-
tiers. Then, PBSs bear the burden of more users, resulting in
minimum performance loss. Fig. 6 (b) exhibits the geometric
mean of MP with α = 1 and other strategies. As the number
of users per cell increases, the proposed algorithm shows
improved throughput performance. If the number of user
equals 10, MP with α = 1 provides 9.5% improvement over
the max-SNR strategy. On the other hand, KM exchanges user
pairings between BSs sequentially and does not consider all
BSs’ balance. Thus, the KM scheme does not mitigate user
loads between BSs, and its performance is worse than the
equal-loading scheme. In addition, the primal-dual method
provides similar performance compared to the max-SNR
strategy.

The proposed algorithm can be applied in a non-linear
EH model [38]. The proposed algorithm outperforms conven-
tional techniques for all cases in Fig. 7. Since the maximum
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Fig. 7. Average throughput performance with respect to the number of users
in non-linear EH model.

harvested energy of users is limited in EH circuits, the users
located near the BSs cannot utilize more received energy.
Then, the performance of the users in the MBS and PBSs
do not show much difference. In the sum rate maximization,
the number of associated users in each BS-tier is not critical to

Fig. 8. Average number of users with different techniques.

improve the sum throughput. Thus, KM shows similar perfor-
mance to MP for small number of users. In the proportional
fairness optimization, the non-linear energy conversion effi-
ciency polarizes the harvested energy in users. Far-connected
users experience low energy efficiency for low input power
region in the EH circuit, while users located near BSs exploit
most of received energy for high energy efficiency. It becomes
intractable to balance the performance between users in
conventional schemes. In the minimum rate maximization,
the minimum performance of users is degraded due to lower
energy efficiency. Therefore, all techniques shows the perfor-
mance degradation compared to the linear EH model case.

Fig. 8 compares the average load balancing performance
when the number of users per BSs is 10. We can see that
the MAX-SNR strategy results in unbalanced loads. In MP
with α = 0, the MBS supports less than 5 users to allocate
more energy to only nearby users. In the proportional fairness
case with α = 1, the MBS accommodates additional users
to balance the performance of users in different BS-tiers as
compared to MP with α = 0. In addition, both BSs subject
to MP with α = ∞ allocate similar user loads to balance
among PBSs. The KM and Equal-loading strategies exchange
one or two user pairs which cannot efficiently alleviate the
load imbalance in the network.

V. CONCLUSION

This paper investigates joint user association and time allo-
cation to maximize various utilities, including maximum sum,
proportional fairness and max-min rate, for wireless powered
communication networks. A message-passing algorithm is
developed to solve the user association in a distributed manner
to maximize the α–fair utility. The proposed message-passing
algorithm is conducted for the user association at given time
allocation. Subsequently, the optimal time allocation is solved
by a simple one-dimensional search technique. The simulation
results verify the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm
and its performance improvement over existing techniques.
For a work worthwhile further investigation in the future,
the proposed algorithm can be developed in the case of the
WPCN with the inter-cell interference, resulting from the
network configuration where users share the resources instead
of the dedicated time slots in the WIT phase.
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APPENDIX A
DERIVATION OF THE MESSAGE φia

In the message φ, the values of the factor Qa(·) are
maximized with respect to the variable node set Xa for both
cases of xia ∈ {0, 1} as

φ
(t)
ia

= μQa→xia(xia = 1)− μQa→xia(xia = 0)

= max
Xa\xia

(
Qa(xia = 1,Xa\xia) +

∑
j∈B\i

μxja→Qa(xja)
)

− max
Xa\xia

(
Qa(xia = 0,Xa\xia) +

∑
j∈B\i

μxja→Qa(xja)
)

=
∑

j∈B\i

μxja→Qa(0)

− max
j∈B\i

(
μxja→Qa(1) +

∑
k∈B\{i,j}

μxka→Qa(0)
)

(16a)

= − max
j∈B\i

(
μxja→Qa(1)− μxja→Qa(0)

)
(16b)

= − max
j∈B\i

ψ
(t)
ja , (16c)

In (16a), if xia = 1, all other variables in {xja : j ∈ B\i}
should take zero. Otherwise, another variable in {xja : j ∈
B\i} should take one for the satisfaction of the constraint. The
corresponding maximum values of the messages are given as
such. Note that the first term is constant and can be canceled
out with the remaining terms. The resulting message becomes
(16b) and, by definition, the final simplified message in (16c)
is obtained.

APPENDIX B
DERIVATION OF THE MESSAGE ξia

In the message ξ, the values of the factor Ri(·) are maxi-
mized with respect to the variable node set Xi excluding xia.

Since the factor Ri(·) depends on the number of associated
user ui, the message ξ can be expressed as (17), shown at the
bottom of the page. Note that Rα

ia(τd, 0) = 0. Thus, the com-
parison of messages among possible values of ui proceeds
with computational complexity of order O(U2 logU). Can-
celling out all terms with the constant value

∑
b∈K μxib→Ri(0)

invokes the appearance of γib as (18), shown at the bottom of
the next page.

APPENDIX C
DISCUSSION ON CONVERGENCE DYNAMICS

The existence of a fixed point can be addressed by the notion
of contraction mapping [39]. A mapping ξ(t+1) = T(ξ(t)) is
called a contraction if ‖T(y(t)) − T(z(t))‖ ≤ ‖y(t) − z(t)‖
for input vectors y and z. For the proposed algorithm, T(·)
is obtained by plugging (11) into (12) instead of handling
the damped form in (14) and (15), because both forms of
the algorithm have the identical fixed points and the original
form is favorable to the analysis. Let yt and zt be the
vectorized collections of messages {ξt

ia : i ∈ K, a ∈ B}
with different initializations. Also, let F(yt) denote the
collection of a message mapping function from the
i-th BS to users, i.e., F(yt) = [. . . ,Fia(yt), . . .]. Since
Fia(·) consists of the difference between ξ

(t)
ia (xia) with

xia status, two variables li and l̄i are introduced as the
selected number of associated users at the i-th BS for
the two cases with the previous message yt. Likewise,
mi and m̄i can also be defined with respect to another
previous version of the message zt. We assume li > l̄i
and mi > m̄i for simplicity, since the remaining two cases
can also be addressed similarly. Furthermore, we define
vk1 and wk2 as the indices of the k1-th and k2-th largest
input values of Rα

iv(τd, li) + yt
iv and Rα

iw(τd,mi) + zt
iw,

respectively. The resulting function Fia(yt) is

ξ
(t)
ia = μRi→xia(xia = 1)− μRi→xia(xia = 0)

= max
Xi\xia

(
Ri(xia = 1,Xi\xia) +

∑
b∈K\a

μxib→Ri(xib)
)
− max

Xi\xia

(
Ri(xia = 0,Xi\xia) +

∑
b∈K\a

μxib→Ri(xib)
)

= max
Xi\xia

(
Rα

ia(τd, 1) +
∑

b∈K\a

μxib→Ri(xib = 0),

Rα
ia(τd, 2) + max

b∈K\a
(Rα

ib(τd, 2) + μxib→Ri(xib = 1) +
∑

b∈K\a

μxib→Ri(xib = 0)),

Rα
ia(τd, 3) +

2∑
k=1

rankk

b∈K\a
[Rα

ib(τd, 3) + μxib→Ri(xib = 1) +
∑

c∈K\{a,b}
μxic→Ri(xic = 0)], . . . ,

Rα
ia(τd, U) +

U−1∑
k=1

rankk

b∈K\a
[Rα

ib(τd, U) + μxib→Ri(xib = 1) +
∑

c∈K\{a,b}
μxic→Ri(xic = 0)]

)

− max
Xi\xia

( ∑
b∈K\a

μxib→Ri(xib = 0),Rα
ia(τd, 1) + max

b∈K\a
(Rα

ib(τd, 1) + μxib→Ri(xib = 1) +
∑

b∈K\a

μxib→Ri(xib = 0)),

Rα
ia(τd, 2) +

2∑
k=1

rankk

b∈K\a
[Rα

ib(τd, 2) + μxib→Ri(xib = 1) +
∑

c∈K\{a,b}
μxic→Ri(xic = 0)], . . . ,

Rα
ia(τd, U) +

U∑
k=1

rankk

b∈K\a
[Rα

ib(τd, U) + μxib→Ri(xib = 1) +
∑

c∈K\{a,b}
μxic→Ri(xic = 0)]

)
. (17)
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expressed as

Fia(yt)
= Rα

ia(τd, li)

+
(
(Rα

iv1
(τd, li) + yt

iv1
) + . . .+ (Rα

ivli
(τd, li) + yt

ivli
)
)

−
(
(Rα

iv1
(τd, l̄i) + yt

iv1
)

+ . . .+ (Rα
ivl̄i

(τd, l̄i + 1) + yt
ivl̄i

)
)
. (19)

We consider Fia(yt) − Fia(zt) since this provides an upper
bound of the difference between the actual messages (12)
with different initializations and yields a simpler expression.
Subsequently, (19) is also upper bounded by the difference
between the maximum of Fia(yt) and the minimum of
Fia(zt) as (20), shown at the bottom of the page, if it holds
that li − l̄i > mi − m̄i and li > mi > l̄i > m̄i. Except (20a),
all other terms can be made small regardless of the message
value and the network population at the current iteration.
We examine this by evaluating their statistics with simulation.
The numerical evaluation turns out that the utilities Rα

ia(·)
in (20b), (20c) and (20d) all have zero mean and variance
less than 0.01, which is only 2 % of the variance of message
differences. Furthermore, the mean and the variance of (mi−
m̄i)−(li− l̄i) are found to be almost zero. A lower bound can
also be obtained similarly, and the resulting expression yields

(mi − m̄i)(yt
ivli
− zt

iwm̄i+1
) ≤ Fia(yt)− Fia(zt)

≤ (mi − m̄i)(yt
ivl̄i+1

− zt
iwmi

).

(21)

Fig. 9. Number of iterations for the convergence.

Applying the ∞-norm of the message difference, it can be
postulated as

‖F(yt)− F(zt)‖∞ ≤ (mi − m̄i)‖yt − zt‖∞. (22)

Since the overall mapping function is given by
yt+1

ia = Tia(yt) = −maxj∈B\i Fja(yt) and ‖maxi,a yia −
maxi,a zia‖ ≤ maxi,a |yia − zia|, ‖Tia(yt) − Tia(zt)‖∞ is
also bounded by

‖Tia(yt)− Tia(zt)‖∞ ≤ (mi − m̄i)‖yt − zt‖∞. (23)

Thus, for a range of δ ∈ (0, 1/(mi − m̄i)), the mapping
function T can be considered as a contraction. To verify this,
the proposed algorithm is simulated with various values of δ

ξ
(t)
ia = max

Xia

(
Rα

ia(τd, 1),Rα
ia(τd, 2) + max

b∈K\a
(Rα

ib(τd, 2) + γib),Rα
ia(τd, 3) +

2∑
l=1

rankl

b∈K\a
[Rα

ib(τd, 3) + γib], . . . ,

Rα
ia(τd, U) +

U−1∑
l=1

rankl

b∈K\a
[Rα

ib(τd, U) + γib]
)

− max
Xi\xia

(
0,Rα

ia(τd, 1) + max
b∈K\a

(Rα
ib(τd, 1) + γib),Rα

ia(τd, 2) +
2∑

l=1

rankl

b∈K\a
[Rα

ib(τd, 2) + γib], . . . ,

Rα
ia(τd, U) +

U∑
l=1

rankl

b∈K\a
[Rα

ib(τd, U) + γib]
)

= Ξia(1)− (Ξia(0))+. (18)

Fia(yt)− Fia(zt) ≤ (mi − m̄i)(yt
ivl̄i+1

− zt
iwmi

) (20a)

+
(
(li − l̄i)− (mi − m̄i)

)(
Rα

ivl̄i+mi−m̄i+1
(τd, li) + yt

ivl̄i+mi−m̄i+1

)
(20b)

+Rα
ia(τd, li)−Rα

ia(τd,mi) + (mi − m̄i)(Rα
ivl̄i+1

(τd, li)−Rα
iwmi

(τd,mi)) (20c)

+ l̄i

(
Rα

iv1
(τd, li)−Rα

iv1
(τd, l̄i)

)
− m̄i

(
Rα

ivm̄i
(τd,mi)−Rα

ivm̄i
(τd, m̄i)

)
(20d)

= (mi − m̄i)(yt
ivl̄i+1

− zt
iwmi

) + o(mi − m̄i). (20e)
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when the number of BSs and users are 7 and 70 in Fig. 9. The
number of iterations for the convergence of the messages are
determined when |yt+1 − yt| is less than 10−3. For a small
or a large value of δ, the algorithm converges slowly. If δ
becomes close to the reciprocal of the mean value of mi−m̄i,
the convergence speed is improved. The damping value of
δ ∈ [0.35, 0.65] ensures the convergence within 10 iterations.
It is revealed empirically that upon the convergence to a
fixed point, the resulting user association normally obtains
an optimal solution. In this sense, the proposed algorithm
provides a convergent optimal solution.
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